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the

Oboe
ON RECORD

1903 - 1953
CD I
[1] Caesar Addimando
Carmen, Petite Mignon
(2:10)
unnamed orchestra
Edison cylinder 10011, Dec. 1908
[2] Georges Gillet (1854-1920)
Rossini, Guillaume Tell
(3:02)
Leopold Lafleurance, flute;
unnamed pianist
Odéon 36252, Paris, c. 1905
[3] “Giorgio”
Rossini, Guillaume Tell
(3:05)
members of La Scala Orchestra
Gramophone GC 774
(9463b), 1906

[7] Louis Gaudard (1868-1932?)
Félix Leroux,
Une soirée près du lac
(2:54)
unidentified band;
probably Garde Républicaine
Odéon 165.392, c.1910

[15] Georges Blanchard (1883-1954)
J.C. Bach Sinfonia in Bb, op.18/2 (4:09)
Concertgebouw Orkest, cond.
Wilhelm Mengelberg
Columbia 67473-D, L2047, J. Col
J7260, (2837-1/38-1), 10.vi.1927

[8] Maurice-Constant Mercier (1880-1968)
Leroux, Une Soirée près du lac (4:30)
unidentified band; probably Garde
Républicaine
Pathé 6787; 77765/77766
(35695R/35700R) c.1910

[16] Bruno Labate (1883-1968)
J.C. Bach Sinfonia in Bb, op.18/2 (4:18)
Philharmonic Symphony of New York,
Mengelberg, cond.
Victor 7483-7484, (CVE 48907-3, CVE
48908-2, CVE 48909-1; HMV D 1988),
16.i.1929

[9] Paul-Gustave Brun (1880-?)
Leroux, Une Soirée près du lac (3:07)
unnamed pianist
Gramophone K-5323
(BFR414 I-II ∆), c.1926
[10] Arthur Foreman (1883-1962)
Schumann Romance no. 1
(2:58)
unnamed pianist
Victor 18312, 1911

(2:12)

[11] Georges Longy (1868-1930)
Charles Colin, Concertino in D,
Andante and Polonaise
(3:44)
Richell 1051 [ex-Rex], 1913-4

[5-6] Joseph Fonteyn (1875-?)
Guilhaud, First Concertino
(2:29)
and Farandole
(2:54)
unidentified band
International Talking Machine Co.
(English), 0868, c.1910

[12-14] Léon Goossens (1897-1988)
Mozart, Oboe Quartet, Allegro (4:55)
Adagio
(3:14)
Rondeau
(4:34)
Spencer Dyke, violin, Ernest Tomlinson
viola, P. Patterson Parker, cello
National Gramophone Society Q, R &
S, i-ii 1926

[4] Housset (Houssaye?)
Huguenin, La nuit de Noël
unnamed pianist
Zonophone 12226, Paris 1903
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[17] Anon oboist
J.C. Bach Sinfonia in Bb, op.18/2 (6:14)
Städtische Orchester Berlin, cond.
Gmeindl
Deutsche Grammophon, DGS 7
(69497-8), 1950
[18] Fernand Gillet (1882-1980)
Erik Satie, Gymnopèdie 1
(4:21)
Boston Symphony Orchestra, cond.
Koussevitzky
RCA Victor (Canada) LM2651, 1930
[19-20] Svend Christian Felumb
(1898-1972)
Carl Nielsen, Romance
(3:17)
and Humoresque
(2:40)
Christian Christiansen, piano
Scandanavian HMV DA5204,
(0CS525-2, 0CS256-2), 1937
Total Time: 70:55

CD II
[1-4] Myrtile Morel (1889-1979)
Milhaud, Suite d’après Corrette (1938)
Entrée et Rondeau
(1:27)
Tambourin
(0:36)
Musette
(1:00)
Sérénade
(1:12)
Trio d’anches de Paris, with Fernand
Oubradous (1903-86) bassoon,
Pierre Lefèbvre clarinet
L’Oiseau Lyre, OL17/18 parts 1095-98,
1938?
[5-8] Louis Bleuzet (1874-1941)
Mihalovici, Sonatine Op 13 pour
hautbois et piano
Moderato: Pastorale
(3:52)
Vivo: Scherzo
(2:39)
Lento: Notturno
(3:43)
Vivo e gioccoso: Rondo
(4:13)
Thomas Eran, piano
Columbia DFX4, 1937-9
[9-12] Louis Gromer (1893-1980)
Handel, Sonata in F
Largo
(2:22)
Allegro
(1:31)
Adagio
(1:19)
Allegro
(1:55)
Marcelle de Lacour, harpsichord,
Etienne Pasquier, ‘cello
L’Anthologie sonore, vol. 11,
AS26. c. 1940

[13-15] Henri de Busscher
(1880-1975)
Music Master: Education Series of
Instrumental Masters, pt 2: Henri de
Busscher
Tchaikovsky, 4th Symphony
(1:16)
Rimsky-Korsakov, Schéhérézade (1:49)
Brahms, Violin Concerto opening
of 2nd movement
(2:49)
Radio Recordings Inc. and American
record Co., 1940s
[16] Fritz Flemming (?) (1873-1947)
Brahms, Violin Concerto opening
of 2nd movement
(2:11)
Fritz Kreisler, Staatskapelle Berlin,
cond. Leo Blech,
HMV DB 1123 (CWR1358
IV∆CWR1368 IID), 1926-7
[17] Léon Goossens
Brahms, Violin Concerto opening
of 2nd movement
(2:19)
Fritz Kreisler, London Philharmonic
Orchestra, cond. John Barbirolli,
HMV 2EA2986-92, 2997-98, 1936
[18] Marcel Tabuteau (1887-1966)
Brahms, Violin Concerto opening
of 2nd movement
(2:35)
Joseph Szigeti, Philadelphia Orchestra,
cond. Eugene Ormandy
Columbia MM603-1-10 (12286-D XCO
34296), 1945

[19] Lois Wann (1912-99) and
Ferdinand Prior (b1912) oboes and
Engelbert Brenner (1904-86) cor
anglais
Beethoven, Variations on
‘La ci darem’
(9:54)
Musicraft Album 34, 228/29 (538B,
359A, 540A, 541A), 1939
[20] Sidney Sutcliffe (1918-2001)
and Roger Lord (b1924) oboes,
Natalie James (1909-2004), cor
anglais (from the London Baroque
Ensemble)
Beethoven, Variations on
‘La ci darem’
(9:47)
Parlophone R. 20615 (CVE 13795/96),
1951-2
[21] Hans Kamesch (1901-75),
Manfred Kautsky (b1932 ), oboes;
Hans Hadamowsky (1906-86), cor
anglais (from the Vienna Philharmonic
Wind group)
Beethoven, Variations on
‘La ci darem’
(10:28)
Westminster XWN 18189, c.1953

Total time: 69:09

1903 - 1953
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exactly a winner, rather it was considered a novelty, of interest to
the refined connoisseur.

Notes and Track Commentary by Geoffrey Burgess
It would be hard to claim the oboe as a main player in the rise of the
phonograph in the early years of the twentieth century. In both
contemporary literature and retrospective histories, oboists barely rate
a mention alongside the Carusos, Melbas, Elgars and Kreislers, and the
lack of a comprehensive discography or historic anthology backs this
up. But why have early oboe recordings been silent for so long? It is
time to discredit the popular belief that of the few recordings of oboists
that have survived, most are worthless from a musical standpoint.

Geoffrey Burgess

While not featured as frequently as most other instruments, the oboe was
not entirely silent in the recording studio. The problem lies much more in
how and where to retrieve those distant echoes. Catalogues, reviews and
the like cite specific recordings, but this is only a beginning. The next and
harder step is to track down serviceable copies of this material which in
most instances was considered of merely ephemeral value.

It’s not needles, but the records themselves that need hunting down in the haystacks of archival
repositaries and collectors’ attics. Artists’ names and instruments were given only rarely on the discs.
Manufacturers’ catalogues can help but it is often necessary to resort to intelligent guesswork.
We have to consider ourselves lucky with what has survived. Contrary to what we might think, the
scarcity of oboe recordings is not a reflection of the difficulties encountered in capturing its tone. Even the
earliest acoustic recordings demonstrate that, with the player projecting directly into the recording horn,
the oboe sounded better than many other instruments. The reason for the scant presence of the oboe on
disc has to do more with its musical and cultural persona. Just as now, the recording industry in the early
decades of the twentieth century was dictated by popular taste. Not only did the Classical selections in
gramophone catalogues constitute a small percentage of the total offerings, but they were dominated
by operatic excerpts and rousing tunes performed by bands. In such a climate the oboe was not

4

According to the renowned audiofile Melvin Harris, it was Louis
Gaudard who made the earliest oboe recording in 1899, but this claim
is still to be substantiated. The oldest surviving recordings date from
the first decade of the 20th century, with showy solos of ephemeral
appeal usually accompanied by band, orchestra or, more rarely, piano.

Louis Goudard

Despite the scant examples, we are blessed with multiple
recordings of some favourites such as Une Soirée près du lac
and standard orchestral repertoire like the overture to Guillaume
Tell. These multiple versions allow direct comparison between
different oboists, although it should always be borne in mind that
the different settings and the recording process contributed in no
small measure to the total sonic record.

This anthology spans the acoustic and electric eras and all recordings are monoaural. Léon Goossens
was the most widely recorded oboist of the first half of the 20th century, but otherwise, all of the oboists
featured in this anthology were active before the rise of the oboe “heroes” still familiar today - André
Lardrot, Pierre Pierlot, Heinz Holliger, etc. Many were celebrated in their own day, but most are now
forgotten. We have intentionally avoided duplicating the already copious quantity of re-released material.
Oboists like Roger Lamorlette, who can be heard playing Poulenc’s trio for oboe, bassoon and piano with
the composer1, have been omitted, and well known players like Goossens and Tabuteau whose work is
already widely available, are represented only by noteworthy selections hitherto unavailable2.
There is no natural terminus ad quem for this anthology. Stylistic changes in oboe playing tended to
overlap advances in recording technology in complex ways. Still, it seems appropriate to draw the line
at the mid century with the dawn of the LP era with the Viennese recording of Beethoven’s variations
on La ci darem (CD II track 21).

5
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Direct contact with these remarkable performances from the past is still hampered by the limitations of the
available recording technology and the state of preservation of this delicate material. Most of the original
recordings used here are in an exceptionally fragile state and the audio quality of many is quite simply
deplorable. Any wax cylinder or shellac disc that has miraculously survived the junk yard inevitably bears
the signs of abuse - damaged through overuse, poor storage conditions, or the jostle of the flea market before falling into the hands of a responsible collector. Every effort has been made to locate clean copies,
but in some cases there was simply no choice.
To understand these vestiges of players from the past, we have to learn to listen “through” the
recording technology. Most early recordings have what today would be an unacceptable signal-tonoise ratio. The distraction of surface noise and crackles and limited frequency response can hinder
drawing conclusions on individual players’ tone. Most acoustic recordings registered a relatively narrow
band of frequencies from 168-2000Hz. With the introduction of microphones this was expanded to
100-5000Hz, but this is still far short of present standards which were set in the stereo LP era at 20Hz20KHz. To those used to digital stereo, the monoaural configuration of early recordings may seem onedimensional, and the insensitivity of the acoustic recording process to dynamics might seem to
obliterate nuance and give a false sense of balance.
At the same time we must listen “with” the technology. That is, we must learn to respond to what the
technology could register faithfully - tempo, intonation, vibrato and questions of ensemble - always
mindful that, once in the recording studio, players may have had to make adjustments from their
regular practices. Up to the use of magnetic tape in the recording process in the 1940s, all recordings
were “live” in the sense that virtually no editing was possible. Realising that durations of 2 to 4
minutes (the length of a side of a disc) were recorded as complete takes makes it easier to forgive
occasional slips - indeed, it should enhance our admiration for these players.
It is always dangerous to draw general conclusions from limited data, so rather than viewing these recordings
as documents of the essential characteristics of each oboist, it is wiser to treat them as “snapshots” of unique
performances. Out-of-focus or underdeveloped due to the shortcomings of the recording apparatus, these
passing glimpses are still the closest we can get to the artistry of these lost musicians.

Georges Gillet, c1900
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photo from Alain de Gourdon, courtesy Laila Storch
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Despite this material’s limitations, its revelations are
manifold. The recordings of Georges Gillet (CD I track 2) and
his pupils (Gaudard, CD 1 track7; Mercier, CD I track 8; Brun,
CD I track 9; Longy, CD I track 11; Bleuzet, CD II tracks 5-8);
and Tabuteau, CD II track 18) show that prior to World War II
French players did not all cultivate the bright tone typical of
the younger players of the Paris Conservatoire school. We
can appreciate why Tabuteau praised Bruno Labate (CD I
track 16), and why Goossens could not have failed to have
been impressed by Henri de Busscher’s playing (CD II tracks
13-15). The different performances of the J.C. Bach
Sinfonia, Brahms’ Violin Concerto and the Beethoven
Variations provide invaluable comparisons of different
schools of oboe playing.
In order to come as close as possible to the original
performance, every effort has been made to arrive at the
correct playback speed and corresponding pitch. This also
explains why not all tracks are at the same pitch. 440 Hz was
common in England and the US early in the century (with some exceptions like the Philadelphia
Orchestra which established 438 as its standard under Stokowski, and the Boston Symphony Orchestra
which played at 444 at Koussevitzky’s insistence). Meanwhile on the Continent 435Hz was the norm and
the higher Old Philharmonic Pitch (452Hz) was still current in military bands. For more on this topic see
my interview by James Brown The Oboist as Custodian of Orchestral Pitch in Double Reed News,
Autumn 2005, reproduced on www.oboeclassics.com (follow the ‘More Details’ link for this CD).
Myrtile Morel in 1933. photo Garde
Républicaine, courtesy André Lardrot
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Track Commentary - CD I
At the time he recorded Petite Mignon for Edison, Caesar Addimando was principal oboist with the New
York Symphony Orchestra. Born in Foggia Italy, Addimando studied in Naples with Nicomede Buonoma
and Vincenzo Vecchione. In addition to his orchestral playing in New York, he performed with his fellow
principals in the Barrère Wind Ensemble; in 1914 he moved to San Francisco.
Concerning the selection in track 1, the Edison catalogue printed the following remarks: “A double novelty an oboe by a new Edison artist, who is an acknowledged master of this sweet-toned instrument. […]
Many prefer its quaint and dulcet tones to those of any other instrument. The selection is a dainty classical
recitative number, more favoured perhaps, than any other for the oboe.” The recording is remarkable for
its time: the ensemble is well rehearsed and the detail of the orchestral accompaniment is well captured.
In two minutes Addimando ranges from coquettish to brilliant, and displays a flamboyant rhythmic
approach: a performance that could hold its own alongside those of the operatic stars of his day.
The overture to Rossini’s Guillaume Tell enjoyed huge popularity in the early twentieth century and
was one of the most frequently recorded Classical instrumental selections in the acoustic era. It could
be conveniently spliced into sections - each equally popular in its appeal and of suitable length for the
single side of a 78. The Pastoral (or ranz des vaches) had the advantage of being wind-dominated,
which experience had taught was more easily captured by acoustic recording techniques than string
ensembles. In the two versions heard here, Gillet and Lafleurance are accompanied by piano (track 2),
and members of the orchestra of La Scala are heard in track 3.
The version by the great French oboe pedagogue Georges Gillet substitutes oboe for cor anglais. Perhaps
the engineers at Odéon felt that the cor anglais would not record well as it could not be projected directly
into the recording horn. Gillet’s tone is clear and resonant with little vibrato. The trills are executed rapidly
with the terminating turn and resolution negotiated with finesse. The occasional lapses of syncronicity
between the players probably result from the lack of visual contact in the recording studio. The wind players
would have been positioned behind an upright piano raised on boxes to bring its sound board into
contact with the recording horn, into which the wind players were also projecting their instruments.
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Milan played an important role in the recording of opera for the fledgling Gramophone company. In
1902 the company’s itinerant producer Fred Gaisberg had signed up the company’s all-time star
Enrico Caruso, and on subsequent visits he continued to draw on a pool of talent based at the Teatro
La Scala. The players’ names are not listed on this recording of Guillaume Tell, but the cor anglais was
probably played by an oboist regularly seconded from La Scala for the Gramophone recording
sessions and referred to by Gaisberg simply as “Giorgio”: “the buffoon of the orchestra and the butt
of their jokes, but an extraordinary player.” This is one of the few early recordings of this piece to use
the original instrumentation with cor anglais rather than oboe. Notice the clarity of the added bells.
The performance demonstrates rhythmic flexibility and supple shaping: listen for example to the
dynamic shaping of “Giorgio’s” trills.
Track 4 is the earliest recording in this collection (1903) and shows the signs of experimentation.
Unlike most oboists active in France in this era, Housset does not seem to have studied with Georges
Gillet, although he often worked with him and his pupils, and the clear, bell-like tone of the Gillet
school is likewise apparent in Housset’s performance of this simple tune. Neither ensemble nor tuning
are exemplary. Could it be that Housset’s reed was drying up in a studio over-heated so that the wax
matrices would be soft enough to take the impressions of the recording needle?
Now abandoned amidst the plethora of flashy fin-de siècle salon pieces, Guilhaud’s First Concertino
once served as virtuoso showpiece for many an oboist. Gaudard performed it at the 1904 St Louis
World Fair with the Garde Républicaine; the recording reproduced in track 5 was made by the Belgian
player Joseph Fonteyne, who earned distinction in his premier prix terminating studies with Guillaume
Guidé at the Brussels Conservatoire in 1893. Fonteyne later played in numerous English orchestras
and festivals, was a founding member of the London Symphony Orchestra in 1904, was admitted to
the Royal Society of Musicians in 1906 but stayed in England only until the end of World War I. This
recording is of the last section of the Concertino, and displays Fonteyne’s agile staccato and perky
style. The final high G comes through well, despite a dipping out in the tone on the notes around c3
earlier on. On the flip side Fonteyne plays an equally virtuosic Farandole (track 6).
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Louis Gaudard was one of the most prominent French oboists of the early 20th century. The mark of
his teacher Gillet is apparent in his poised tonal control. After gaining his premier prix in 1890,
Gaudard played with numerous Parisian orchestras and was called upon by manufacturers as a tuner. In
1918 Gillet appointed him to stand in for him as professor at the Conservatoire. He also performed abroad
as soloist with the Garde Républicaine in London, Brussels, Amsterdam, Geneva, Lausanne, Turin, New
York and St Louis. (The identification of Gaudard as the oboist on this recording is Melvin Harris’).
Félix Leroux’s popular fantasy Une Soirée près du lac scored for band and oboe obbligato is too long
for a 78. The three recordings in tracks 7-9 provide not only a rare opportunity to compare different
oboists playing the same piece, but also three different solutions to the time restriction. Gaudard’s
mastery is displayed in his recording of Près du lac accompanied by the Garde Républicaine. His
phrasing is elegant, vibrato fast but shallow and there is a charming fluidity of tempo between solo and
tutti sections. This one-side version suppresses the Introduction, repeats and 10 bars from the coda.
The second recording of this piece by Maurice-Constant Mercier, Gaudard’s successor as oboe soloist
in the Garde Républicaine, does not show the same level of technical control. (The supposition that this
is Mercier’s playing is again Melvin Harris’.) The oboe is less present, but it is hard to say whether this
accurately reflects Mercier’s tone or results from the recording process. On this two-sided recording we
hear more of the piece, but still not all. The Introduction takes up the entire duration of side 1. In the
following Mazurka, all repeats are omitted, as is an entire phrase in the echo section. From there the
performance proceeds straight through to the end without cuts, but again without repeats.
Paul-Gustave Brun was a little older than Mercier, and also studied with Gillet, graduating about six
years ahead of him. This composite version of Près du lac includes sections from the Introduction,
but with substantial passages cut and repeats suppressed throughout. With occasional fumbles from
the pianist and all, this is a very “living” interpretation. It is hard to compare the tonal characteristics
of Brun’s playing on this electric recording with the other two acoustic recordings. Early electric
technology certainly clarified the definition of individual instruments, particularly the piano, and
improved the ability to capture dynamic nuance. Brun’s well-controlled echo effects and occasional
use of a fast, shallow vibrato are clearly rendered.
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The first known recording of one of Schumann’s Romances for Oboe and Piano was made in 1911 by
Arthur Foreman (1883-1962) and an unnamed pianist (track 10). The son of the oboist George
Foreman and a pupil of William Malsch from whom he took over as teacher at the Guildhall School,
Arthur Foreman was a founding member of the New Symphony Orchestra (later the Albert Hall
Orchestra), in which he played until he left for the US in the early 1920s.
Foreman’s recording of Schumann remained in the American Victor catalogue until 1925 when it was
praised thus: “Not once in a dozen musical seasons, even in a busy musical metropolis, do you have a
chance to hear the oboe, yet thanks to Victor any dweller in a remote country district can now hear the
oboe of Arthur Foreman in the Romance by Robert Schumann.”
While the pianist indulges in rubato between right and left hands, Foreman’s interpretation is
rhythmically more straightforward. Still, his style is not without elegance and flexibility. Note the
control of the final melodic descent. The fastish tempo may have been less of a musical decision than
the result of anxiety to fit the entire piece onto a single side.
Georges Longy was one of the first Gillet pupils to find employment in the US. He held the post of
principal oboe in the Boston Symphony from 1898-1925, and can be heard in the orchestra’s first
recordings ever under Carl Muck (1917). Track 11 showcases him as soloist. This is a rare release
from the Richell company of Philadelphia, better known for producing cabinetry (including
gramophone players) than for its records, most of which drew on material pre-recorded by the Okeh
and Imperial-Rex-Empire Playerphone companies. Longy recorded only the 2nd and 3rd movements
of Colin’s Concertino, both with abbreviations. The Andante exhibits his ability to spin a melody, while
in the Polonaise his astounding technical facility matches his centred and resonant tone. The oboe’s
high notes are recorded here more successfully than on other contemporary recordings; indeed the
entire range of Longy’s oboe sounds particularly homogeneous. Unlike other Gillet pupils faithful to
the Conservatoire model of Lorée, Longy played oboes by Robert.
Léon Goossens made two commercial recordings of Mozart’s Quartet K370. The first (tracks 12-14)
with the Spencer Dyke Quartet made in 1926 was superceded seven years later by one where he was
teamed with the Léner Quartet3. The electric recording technology used in the later recording clarified
the parts in chamber music, but the first recording preserves vestiges of earlier performance
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practices, and together with the later
performance provides valuable insight into a
major artist’s developing interpretation of this
Mozartian masterpiece. The main differences are
the tempi, Goossens’ articulation, and the string
portamenti which are used more prominently by
the Spencer Dyke Quartet, although they have by
no means disappeared from the Léner Quartet’s
playing. There is also a beguiling fluidity of
tempo in this 1926 performance which is less
evident in the 1933 version.
It is remarkable that as many as three recordings
of the delightful but obscure Sinfonia in B flat
Op.18/2 by Johann Christian Bach should have
been made in the first part of the 20th century.
These performances from Amsterdam, New York
and Berlin present distinct approaches to the
cantilena for a solo oboe in the slow movement.

Léon Goossens

The two recordings conducted by Willem Mengelberg (tracks 15 and 16) use the same edition and
take identical cuts - two sections of seven measures each - undoubtedly as a means of fitting the
movement onto a single side.
The oboist with the Concertgebouw Orkest from 1904-43 was not Dutch but French: Georges
Blanchard, who can be heard in countless recordings made under Mengelberg. Leo van der Lek, the
orchestra’s cor anglais player, recalled that Blanchard’s tone did not carry, and that Mengelberg used
to have to force him to produce more volume, which only worsened his tone quality. Even as he
negotiated J.C. Bach’s lyrical phrases supported by light string accompaniment, there are occasional
traces of strain in Blanchard’s tone.
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Before moving to New York in 1905,
where he earned fame as an illustrious
musician, oboist Bruno Labate had
played for 17 years in the Bellini Theatre
in Milan and the Royal Greek Opera
Orchestra, Athens. Initially employed at
the Metropolitan Opera, he later played
in the New York Chamber Music Society,
then in 1920 became 1st oboe with the
New York Symphony which merged
soon after with the New York
Philharmonic and National Symphony.
Labate remained with the Philharmonic
until 1943. His finesse of phrasing is
shown to great advantage in J.C. Bach’s
delicious melody. How graciously he
could spin a phrase! The way he glides
elegantly to the higher pitches emulates
the portamenti in the string parts. These
are over the identical intervals as in the
Concertgebouw recording, but the
execution is a little more heavy-handed
from the New York musicians than the
Dutch, suggesting that it was necessary
for Mengelberg to instruct the New
photo courtesy New York Philharmonic archives World players on how and where to
apply the technique.

The third version of the J.C. Bach Sinfonia is a particularly fine example of what was possible with
78rpm mono technology. It was one of the first releases on Deutsche Grammophone’s famous Yellow
Tulip label and may also have taken advantage of the new recording process using magnetic tape. The
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frequency response is much fuller than was possible
earlier: the lower strings are rendered cleanly with
harmonic richness and the wind section is full without
distortion. The movement is presented in its entirety across
two sides. Not only is this recording more advanced from a
technical standpoint than the other two, but the musical
interpretation is recognisably more modern. There is little
or no string portamento and the oboe playing is strong and
dark, in the current Berlin tradition. I have not been able to
identify the oboist playing under Gmeindl.
Fernand Gillet masters the requisite evenness of sound and
tone control demanded in Kousevitsky’s remarkably
unhurried interpretation of Satie’s Gymnopédie no1. While
the heritage of his uncle and teacher is apparent in his
playing, Fernand belonged to a different age and developed
as an artist of unique qualities. Part of the haunting charm of
this classic recording is the oboist’s sparse use of vibrato.
Svend Christian Felumb was one of the most noted oboists Fernand Gillet in 1936. Charcoal sketch by
Gerome Brush for the Boston Symphony
active in Scandianvia in the early part of the 20th century.
Orchestra
His recording of Nielsen’s pieces for oboe and piano was
made in 1937, just six years after the death of the composer, and formed part of a set of premier
recordings of Nielsen’s chamber music on the Danacord label. This is an example of the difficulties of
balancing oboe and piano in the recording studio. While the accompanying instrument is clear, the oboe
sounds distant and the oboist’s tone seems a little unrefined. Felumb’s brilliant tone is coupled with
playing of remarkable flexibility; his interpretation full of wit and character. A pupil of Bleuzet (heard on
CDII tracks 5-8), Felumb’s playing approaches the mid-century French style with a fairly constant vibrato,
more noticeable in the Humoresque than the Romance.
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Track Commentary - CD II
The Trio d’anches de Paris was formed in 1927 by its director the famed
bassoonist Fernand Oubradous, with oboist Myrtile Morel (who studied
with Louis Bas at the Paris Conservatoire, premier prix 1909) and
clarinettist Pierre Lefèbvre, both soloists with the Garde Républicaine.
They quickly established a reputation for their performances of both
18th and 20th century music, including modern works that drew
inspiration from earlier periods, such as Milhaud’s Suite d’après
Corrette (1937). The trio perfectly matched the interests of their sponsor
Louise Hansen-Dyer, director of the combined publishing house and
recording company L’Oiseau-Lyre which was responsible for the
publication of printed and sonic versions of much of the trio’s repertoire.
Their electric recordings from the 1930s give us a better impression of
Trio d’Anches de Paris, L-R:
the type of wind playing that had developed in Paris in the decades after
Myrtile Morel, F Oubradous,
Gillet. Morel’s style is precise with clean articulation and secure
P Lefebvre
intonation with only a trace of vibrato. The dry acoustics favoured for
recording at this time were treacherous for musicians as they demanded impeccable ensemble and
intonation. A challenge met with great success by the Trio d’anches.
Louis Bleuzet was perhaps the most renowned French oboist of the post-Gillet generation. He gained
his premier prix in 1894 under Gillet, and went on to play at the Opéra-Comique, Concerts Colonne,
Société des Concerts du Conservatoire and, from 1904, the Paris Opéra. He was named professor at
the Conservatoire in 1919, and like Longy played oboes by Robert throughout his career. Until recently
Bleuzet’s reputation for technical precision and unfaltering control was difficult to reconcile with the
lapses in tone heard in his recordings of sonatas by Handel and Telemann4. However, since the
rediscovery of this recording from the late 1930s of the little-known Sonatine by Mihalovici (published
1928; tracks 5-8), his reputation stands vindicated. The often awkward writing is rendered almost
perfectly in single takes. At the time, a commercial recording of this work must have seemed a
daringly modern enterprise.
Louis Bleuzet
photo SIM, courtesy André Lardrot
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Active in Paris between the wars, Louis Gromer replaced Bleuzet at the Opéra and the Conservatoire,
and was also involved in one of the most extensive recording projects ever undertaken - the
Anthologie Sonore - which was begun in the 1930s under the musicological direction of Curt Sachs. If
this recording is representative of Gromer’s playing, it could be said that he remained more faithful to
the Gillet tradition than Bleuzet. The sonata heard in tracks 9-12 is now classed as a dubious
attribution to Handel; it nevertheless serves as an excellent vehicle for Gromer’s rounded tone and
poised phrasing.

Fritz Kreisler is the violin soloist in the next two
recordings, made over the span of ten years.
The oboe playing on each could hardly be more
different. Although French trained and famous
for popularising the Conservatoire oboe in
Germany, Fritz Flemming plays with a full and
even tone and little trace of vibrato: a harbinger
of the modern Berlin style.

Tracks 13-15 are taken from a recording made by Henri de Busscher sometime in the 1940s as part
of an projected educational series. The Belgian oboist’s career was long reaching - in time and
geography as much as influence. As first oboe with the Queen’s Hall Orchestra up to 1912, de
Busscher was an inspiration to the young Léon Goossens. He then played with the New York
Symphony (1913-20) before moving to Los Angeles where he played in the Philharmonic up to 1946,
and was a regular in the studios of Columbia Pictures into the mid 1950s. He can be seen on screen
in the 1945 Hollywood musical Anchors Aweigh!. It was in Los Angeles that two of de Busscher’s
pupils planned a pedagogic record to accompany a how-to manual for the oboe. The project ultimately
fell through and only one copy of the recording and of notes for de Busscher’s accompanying text
survive. De Busscher favoured Cabart oboes with rings, rather than the covered-hole Conservatoire
model. Notice the superb diminuendo at the end of the phrases in the solo from the opening of the
slow movement of Tchaikovsky’s 4th Symphony. Despite the obvious technical limitations of the
recording, de Busscher’s consummate control as oboist is evident.
It is said that, transfixed by the oboist’s ravishing performance of the solo that opens the slow
movement of Brahms’ Violin Concerto, more than one violinist has missed his entry. Tracks 15-18 have
been chosen from the many produced for commercial release or broadcast to represent distinct styles of
oboe playing. Brahms’ scoring posed difficulties for early recording technology. On some recordings the
oboist is swamped by the rich brass accompaniment, or overpowered by the first horn. To avoid this
would the oboist need to play more strongly or perhaps be placed closer to the microphone than in a live
concert situation? The first interpretation is from de Busscher’s demo disc, and the balance issues are
obviated with piano accompaniment. This is one of the most seriously damaged of the tracks on the
unique copy of this recording, but de Busscher’s fine artistry still shines through.
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Kreisler once said “If there’s one thing more
than another I enjoy playing in the whole violin
literature, it’s the Andante from the Brahms
Violin Concerto with Léon Goossens playing the
oboe.” And it is Goossens we hear in the next
excerpt playing in the London Philharmonic
(track 17). His approach is much more fluid
than his German counterpart’s, with a delicious
sense of rubato and tonal flexibility coupled with
Goossen’s inimitable vibrato, which more
closely matches Kreisler’s idiosyncratic style.
Marcel Tabuteau’s playing is unmistakable on
the first recording Joseph Szigeti made with the
Philadelphia Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy
(track 18). Dynamic and tonal shadings are carefully proportioned in this compelling reading, and
Tabuteau’s famous ‘cushioned’ articulation enhances the solo’s dolce character.
Fritz Flemming c1910
photo courtesy Prof. Christian Schneider

Three recordings of Beethoven’s Variations on La ci darem provide a particularly vivid comparison of
American, British and Viennese oboe playing from the middle of the twentieth century. The first,
dating from 1939, features three players whose paths crossed in New York City, and who found that
the Musicraft studios were willing to slip their Classical offering between sessions by the legendary
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Huddie Ledbetter, a.k.a. Leadbelly. Lois Wann was one of the first
women pioneers on the oboe in the US. After playing in the
Pittsburgh SO under Reiner, she moved to New York and had a long
career teaching at the Juilliard and Manhattan Schools. At the time
this disc was made, Ferdinand Prior had only recently arrived in New
York and was playing in the NBC Symphony Orchestra under
Toscanini. He would join the Merchant Marine Training Band, and
after the war gain a position in the New York Philharmonic before
moving to Cincinnati in the 1950s. Engelbert Brenner had studied
with Alexander Wunderer in Vienna and played cor anglais in the New
York Philharmonic under Leonard Bernstein. This trio is characterised
by unanimity of ensemble and intonation: indeed the three sound
almost like a single instrument. Their articulation is elegant, and the
staccato is “on the air” with some tempi quite brisk.

Sidney Sutcliffe
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recording, almost certainly Hans Kamesch, Manfred Kautsky,
oboes and Hans Hadamowsky, cor anglais) is the only
performance in this anthology featuring the Viennese model oboe.
Recorded at the dawn of the LP era, this is an excellent sonic
example of the older Viennese oboe school. This style is
characterised by the silvery tone of the upper register and
resonant, albeit somewhat nasal, tone in the middle register and
throat-oriented projection with a subtle shallow vibrato not unlike
that of the Tabuteau school. The modifications in tempo are more
generous than either of the other two interpretations, and the
music’s rhetorical contours more clearly etched.
Marcel Tabuteau in 1957
photo Laila Storch

The next recording dates from a little over ten years later. The London
Baroque Ensemble utilised three oboists active on the London scene.
Sidney Sutcliffe, immortalised in a Hoffnung caricature, was principal
with the Philharmonia Orchestra under Karajan and Stokowski, and also
recorded with distinguished artists such as Elisabeth Schwarzkopf in
Bach’s Cantata 199, and the Beethoven Quintet for Piano and Winds with
Walter Gieseking. Roger Lord went on to become principal oboe in the
London Symphony Orchestra for 25 years. Natalie James was cor
anglais player with the London Symphony and Glyndebourne Opera from
the 1930s. Notice the piquant, nutty quality of British oboists. This is
emphasised by the more generous acoustic and the stronger presence of
the upper frequencies. There is a vibrant, leggiero style to the staccato
articulation and while the ensemble is occasionally ragged, each variation
is full of character and each phrase imbued with panache.

The third recording of these variations provides a glimpse of an altogether different style of oboe playing.
This 1953 version by players in the Vienna Philharmonic Wind Group (although not listed on the
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Much water has flowed under the bridge since the first of these
oboists stepped into the recording studio over a century ago. We
can but admire the courage with which these pioneers confronted
new and constantly changing technology. Rediscovering their
endeavours not only shows us the origins of our present
traditions, but also expands our horizons of what can be achieved
on the oboe.

Lois Wann
photo from her 1951 article ‘The
Mastery of the Phrase’

Notes referred to in the text:
1. Poulenc d’après Poulenc Pearl, 9311 (1992).
2. A number of anthologies of Goossens’ copious recordings have been released over the years on vinyl and CD.
They are subject to deletion, but can re-appear on internet download and streaming sites. The most important of these
can be heard on Chandos Presents The Goossens Family CHAN 7132 (2000), and on Oboe Classics Rare Goossens
CC2005 (2002) and Great Goossens CC2031 (2015). Marcel Tabuteau can be heard in excerpts with Leopold Stokowski
conducting the Philadelphia Orchestra from 1924-40 on Boston Records, BR1021CD (2000) in a series of lessons
[Boston Records, BR1017CD (1997)] as well as in a famed performance of Bach’s Double Concerto for Oboe and Violin
from the 1950 Casals Festival on Sony, SMK58982 (1993).
3. The 1933 Columbia recording [LX 256/7 mat. CAX 6738-1, 6739-2, 6740-2, 6741-1] has been rereleased on
Pearl, GEMM CD 9281, 1997.
4. Dol. D19022, mxL607-1, 608-1; and Landshoff cello and Alban harpsichord, Treasury of Music Series T13 on
Hand Made Gramophone.
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Geoffrey Burgess was born in Sydney, Australia. While still studying at Sydney University, he performed
regularly with the leading Australian orchestras and ensembles, including the Australian Chamber
Orchestra and The Australian Opera. In 1983, a Netherlands Government Scholarship enabled him to
study Baroque oboe with Ku Ebbinge at the Royal Conservatorium, Den Haag. Shortly after he was invited
to appear with numerous European early music ensembles, notably the Paris-based opera company Les
Arts Florissants with whom he has performed now for over twenty years. Geoffrey has also toured
extensively as a soloist and chamber musician and has given recitals around the world, including at the
Utrecht and Boston Early Music Festivals. He is a founding member of The Brandenburg Orchestra of
Australia, The Publick Musick (Rochester, NY), and has played with numerous ensembles around the
North East, including the Washington Bach Consort, Tafelmusik (Toronto), Concert Royal and ARTEK (NY),
and the Boston Early Music Festival Orchestra. He has recorded music of the Bach family for oboe and
harpsichord, and appears with Elaine Funaro as Duo d’amore, a group promoting newly-commissioned
music for Baroque oboe and harpsichord. Geoffrey is also an active scholar. His 1998 doctoral dissertation
on seventeenth and eighteenth-century French opera written for Cornell University was awarded the
Donald J. Grout Memorial Prize. He has also published extensively on subjects relating to the oboe
including articles for the New Grove Dictionary, and a history of the oboe written in collaboration with
Bruce Haynes (Yale University Press, 2004). He has taught at SUNY Stony Brook, and Duke University and
is currently living in Central Massachusetts where he is a Fellow of the Five Colleges.

Lani Spahr
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Lani Spahr, audio transfer engineer, has done digital transfers and editing
for Sony/France, Boston Records and the National Flute Association (US).
He is also a leading performer on period oboes, is a member of Boston
Baroque, The Handel & Haydn Society Orchestra of Boston and performs
frequently with Tafelmusik in Toronto. In addition, he has appeared with
many of the country’s leading period instrument orchestras, including
Philharmonia Baroque, The American Classical Orchestra, Boston Early
Music Festival Orchestra, San Luis Obispo Mozart Festival, Concert Royal,
Philadelphia Classical Orchestra, The Lyra Concert, Connecticut Early Music
Festival Orchestra and Arcadia Players. Also a modern oboist, Mr Spahr is
formerly the principal oboist of the Colorado Springs Symphony Orchestra,
the Colorado Opera Festival, the American Chamber Winds, the Maine
Chamber Ensemble. He made his European solo debut in November of 1999
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playing the John McCabe Oboe Concerto with the Hitchin Symphony Orchestra in England and in the
summer of 2000 presented a solo recital at Imperial College, London. He has served on the faculties of
Colorado College, Phillips Exeter Academy (NH) and the University of New Hampshire Chamber Music
Institute. Mr Spahr has toured throughout North America, Europe and the Far East on period and modern
oboes and has recorded for Telarc, Naxos, Vox, Music Masters and L’Oiseau Lyre.
Acknowledgements from Geoffrey Burgess:
The first vote of thanks must go to the late Melvin Harris without whose vision, enthusiasm and diligence
many recordings would have been lost. Laila Storch, who was responsible for the relocation of Harris’
collection to Seattle, was a constant inspiration. John Gibbs of the Music Library of the University of
Washington spent countless hours remastering discs and answering my sometimes embarrassingly
basic questions. Susan Nelson generously made her collection of rare recordings of flautists open to me,
and Michael Finkelman also contributed important information. Thanks also to the staff of the Josten
Music Library at Smith College, the Beldfer Audio Library Syracuse University, Rodgers and
Hammerstein Archives of Recorded Sound at the New York Public Library. I am equally indebted to a
host of colleagues who added friendly advice. And finally to Lani Spahr, who immersed himself deeper
than anyone in not only the music but also the noise of these recordings.
Cover picture courtesy James Brown
Other photos courtesy Geoffrey Burgess, Alain de Gourdon,
André Lardrot, Prof. Christian Schneider, Laila Storch
Oboe image courtesy Howarth of London
CD design by Steam
Made in the UK

9 Beversbrook Road, London N19 4QG, UK. Tel: +44 (0)20 7263 4027
email: mail@oboeclassics.com, web site: www.oboeclassics.com, which has Geoffrey Burgess’ Article The Oboist
as Custodian of Orchestral Pitch (interview by James Brown), plus details of other Oboe Classics titles.
Companion labels: www.clarinetclassics.com, www.celloclassics.com
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Picture of the Societé Moderne d’Instruments à Vent (aka ‘Les Petits Vents’) circa 1901-5 from the collection of the
Belgian Musicologist Octave Mans (1856-1919). Probably taken in Georges Barrère’s family apartment across the road
from the Salle Pleyel. Oboes Louis Gaudard (far right) and Lucien Leclercq (?). Other players: Flutes G. Barrère, L. Flenny;
Clarinets J. Guyot, L. Gazilhon; Bassoon either Ed. Flament or G. Hermans; Horns probably E. Penable, J. Capdeville.
photo courtesy James Brown
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